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INTRODUCTION

1
The ASA Archives and History Committee has the duty to preserve the history of the American Society of Andrology and to make this history available and alive in promoting the field of Andrology for future generations. It has been our pleasure to help the Society celebrate the 40th year anniversary and to honor our founding members. Toward this goal, we publish this book, “40 and Forward”, which traces the origin of the ASA and displays its unique diversity, including a strong recognition of Women in Andrology. It is our hope that this collection of history and photos from past meetings reminds us of the tremendous potential the future holds, as the ASA continues to advance forward.

Steven M. Schrader, Chair
Rex A. Hess
Jean Fourcroy
David S. Karabinus
Carol S. Sloan
James Ford, Jr.
Anna Steinberger
Angela Reese
Sophie La Salle
Camilla Ribeiro
Naazish Alladin
Susan A. Rothmann

PRESIDENT’S INVITATION

Forty years! The American Society of Andrology is now 40 years old. While 40 often signifies the beginning of middle age, there is no evidence that our society is slowing down. That is why I am excited to invite you to the 40th Annual Meeting of the ASA, entitled "A Lifetime of Male Reproductive Health," which will be held at the Little America Hotel in Salt Lake City, Utah, this April 18-21, 2015. Our Program Chairs, Dr. Edward Kim (University of Tennessee-Knoxville) and Dr. William Wright (Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health), have put together a fantastic lineup of speakers, talks, and topics. Additionally, there promises to be cutting edge research presented by our members, trainees, and other scientists from all over the world.

Some of the highlights of our upcoming meeting include:

- Special Symposium: Controversies in Testosterone Therapy
- Emil Steinberger Memorial Lecture: Genomic Imprinting (Maternal vs. Paternal Alleles)
- AUA Lecture: Reproductive Genetics and the Aging Male
- Symposia regarding stem cells, reproductive health and aging
- Lectures featuring world-renowned speakers on reproductive toxicology, fertility preservation
- Special talks on diversity, women in andrology and male rejuvenation
- European Andrology Association Lecture: Mechanisms of Mammalian Post-Testicular Infertility
- ASA Awards, Trainee Mixer and, of course, the Annual Banquet
- And much more.

The ASA is a special society, bringing together basic scientists, translational research and clinicians in a unique environment. Come help us celebrate our 40th birthday (remember, 40 is the new 30). I’m sure it will be a memorable meeting. I look forward to seeing you there.

Jay I. Sandlow, MD
President, American Society of Andrology
May 12, 2015

I am pleased to join in celebrating your 40th anniversary.

In America, history is not only made by presidents and generals. Change often comes when caring and engaged individuals join together to build a brighter, stronger future for themselves and for the generations to come.

For years, you have carried forward a proud tradition. By daring to imagine the world as it could be and working tirelessly to realize that vision, you are helping America reach a better tomorrow.

Congratulations on your anniversary. As you reflect on your years of service to your community, I hope you take pride in what you have achieved. I wish you all the best for the years ahead.

[Signature]
WHEREAS, the American Society of Andrology (ASA) is a unique scientific society that brings together basic scientists, translational scientists, physicians and veterinarians to share scientific advances, discuss emerging male reproductive health issues and problems, and effectively communicate the latest science and technology to patients; and

WHEREAS, the ASA will celebrate its 40th anniversary at its annual meeting being held in Salt Lake City, April 18-21, 2015, by honoring its rich history and discussing the endless possibilities of the future; and

WHEREAS, over the last 40 years, scientists and clinicians from the ASA have played key roles in the research and implementation of major advances in Infertility Intervention; Assisted Reproductive Technologies; Contraception; Reproductive Toxicology; Male Sexual Development; Male Sexual Function; Testicular Cancer and Prostate Cancer; and

WHEREAS, Salt Lake City is pleased to welcome the American Society of Andrology, an international leader in the promotion, education and discovery of male reproductive health.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Ralph Becker, Mayor of Salt Lake City, do hereby proclaim April 18, 2015 as

ANDROLOGY AWARENESS DAY IN SALT LAKE CITY

Dated 5th of March, 2015

Mayor
April 18, 2015

Dear Members of the American Society of Andrology,

As governor of the great state of Utah, I extend a warm welcome to Salt Lake City. It is our pleasure to host you here as you celebrate your organization’s 40th Anniversary.

I commend your leadership in advancing education and medical research of male reproductive health. In particular, your efforts to disseminate knowledge through scholarship, academic collaboration, and public health promotion help improve men’s health and make a positive difference people’s lives. In addition, your programs to encourage young people to pursue science and medical careers in andrology, including veterinary medicine, through mentoring, scholarships, and student membership are noteworthy. Thank you for your valuable service in Utah and throughout the country.

Utah offers what we call “Life Elevated.” During your stay, I encourage you to take advantage of world-class shopping at The Gateway and City Creek shopping areas and Park City’s historic Main Street, and enjoy diverse offerings at a bvy of fine restaurants, and various sports and arts events, as well our beautiful mountain ski resorts and Olympic venues.

Again, congratulations on the 40th Anniversary of the American Society of Andrology. Best wishes for a successful conference and a memorable visit in Utah.

Sincerely,

Gary R. Herbert
Governor